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Abstract: 

Combination drug therapies are effective treatments for cancer. However, the genetic 

heterogeneity of the patients and exponentially large space of drug pairings pose significant 

challenges for finding the right combination for a specific patient. Current in silico prediction 

methods promise to reduce the vast number of candidate drug combinations for further screening. 

However, existing powerful methods are trained with cancer cell line gene expression data, which 

limits their applicability in clinical settings. While synergy measurements on cell lines models are 

available at large scale, patient-derived samples are too few to train a complex model. On the 

other hand, patient-specific single-drug response data are relatively more available. In this talk, I 

will first present our in-house developed deep learning model Matchmaker that is trained on cell 

line gene expression data and further describe a new model and training strategies for customizing 

patient drug synergy predictions. The patient-specific models are first trained to learn synergy 

scores of drug pairs and their single drug responses for a given cell line using drug structures and 

large-scale cell line gene expression data. Then, the model is fine-tuned for patients with their 

patient gene expression data and associated single drug response measured on the patient ex 

vivo samples. 


